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Several recent studies using genetic tools
have indicated that extra pair paternity
(EPP) rates in humans appear, in various
cultures, to be around 1% [1–3], a degree
well below previously proposed levels of
10–30% [4]. Since these genetic studies
enable EPP rates to be assessed over
hundreds of years, rates can be estimated
before the widespread use of contracep-
tives, which have been proposed to poten-
tially impact female choice and EPP rates
[5]. In a recent article in TREE, Larmuseau
et al. [6] noted that the 1% EPP rates have
stayed near constant over several human
societies and over the past few hundred
years. From this, they state ‘without the
availability of modern contraceptives the
historical EPP rates should have been
much higher, in the range of 10–20%,
based on present behavioural measures
of EPCs [Extra pair copulations] and
observed kin investments of matrilineal
and patrilineal family members’. Further-
more, they conclude ‘it appears that peo-
ple were more faithful in their relationships
in the past, or – put differently – that the
recent widespread adoption of modern
contraceptives has sexually liberated
women, resulting in a greater number of
extra-marital affairs, but in EPP rates that
have remained as low as they were before.’
It is worth reconsidering whether the data
can support such strong statements.

Even given the difficulties in obtaining accu-
rate EPC levels, Simmons et al. [7] note ‘a
population wide rate of EPC of about 20%
is expected to generate a population wide
rate of EPP of about 0.6%.’ Thus, a historic
EPP rate of 1% would in fact imply higher
EPC rates well above 20% and at the upper
end of the range of 0.8–30% of women
who report EPC in modern studies
(reviewed in [8]). In other words, this evi-
dence does not support an increase in
EPC, or a link with contraceptives. Regard-
ing matrilineal and patrilineal family member
investments, studies show that investment
is on average greater through matrilineal
relatives, and this is typically assumed to
reflect potential paternity uncertainty,
caused by EPC [9]. Gaulin et al. [10] sug-
gested a paternal uncertainty of 13–20%,
estimated using an assumption of a linear
relation with investment (as scored from 0–
6 with interval properties), leading to the
proposition that matrilineal aunts invest
25% more than do patrilineal ones. Given
that EPP rates are in fact now known to be
lower, this simply implies that the model
overemphasizes the difference, or that
matrilineal input is a lower percentage
greater than patrilineal investment. While
inferring that matrilineal relatives invest
more in their relatives than do patrilineal
ones is simple, categorizing this into a value
(such as 10% more or 25% more) is difficult
and requires many assumptions. The
model itself fits any EPP rate above zero
and, therefore, also cannot be used to
support a hypothesized increased in female
infidelity, or a link with contraceptive use.

I welcome the perspective of Larmuseau
et al. [6] in highlighting the new data on
EPP rates, which are certain to shed new
light on avenues of research in human
sexual behavior and even effective popu-
lation sizes. Larmuseau et al. [6] do note
that various factors will have a role in EPP
rates and, indeed, recent studies have
indicated that society group size and sex-
ually transmitted diseases may have facili-
tated the emergence of socially imposed
monogamy [11]. However, the data do not
support a hypothesis that women are cur-
rently less faithful than they were in the
past, or that this is linked to the use of
modern contraceptives.
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